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You’ve just purchased a new M4A1 AR15-style firearm. Now, it’s time to find the right parts and 
accessories to make it truly yours. Just as Daniel Defense® knows firearms, they also know 
accessories. You can find accessories tailored to each firearm in the Daniel Defense® catalog, 
from their H9 Handgun to their precision bolt actions—and, of course, their AR15 rifles. Here 
are a few ways to customize your new firearm to perfectly fit your needs. 
 

 
 

Straightforward Sights  
 

Looking for some straightforward sights for your AR15 rifle? Daniel Defense® has you covered. 
The AR15 Iron Sight Set, for instance, is ready to go. This set includes a fixed rear sight and a 
rail-mounted fixed front sight. You can attach and then dial them in so you can hit the range 
with your new rifle. Each sight is made with aircraft-grade aluminum with a military 
specification type III hard coat anodization. In other words, these sights are built to last.  
 

Optics Mounts  
 

If you’re looking beyond sights and want to mount some serious optics to your new M4A1, you 
can get something to suit your needs. There are a few options to choose from so you can get 
the right optics mount for the scope you intend to use with your rifle. Each optics mount is 
made with durable, lightweight aluminum with mil-spec anodizing. They’re made to keep up 
and serve you well.  
 

https://danieldefense.com/m4a1.html
https://danieldefense.com/


Swivel Attachments  
 

Don’t underestimate the utility of high-quality swivel attachment points. A well-designed, well-
made swivel can ensure quick, reliable access to your firearm.  
 

One option is the Daniel Defense® M-LOK QD Swivel Attachment Point. You can attach it exactly 
where you want along the barrel rail system. The attachment point is crafted in such a way as 
to keep rotation within a certain limit. This can help you maintain control over your sling, which 
can result in improved comfort and usability.  
 

Magazine Expansion  
 

Want additional magazines for your new M4 carbine? Daniel Defense® has the options you’re 
looking for. One of those options is the DD Magazine Bulk AR15 12-Pack. This set of bulk 
magazines is an affordable and efficient way to add magazines to your inventory. You can grab 
a few before heading to the range or pack several for your next hunting trip.  
 

Each magazine can hold 32 rounds with a lightweight carbon fiber polymer construction. End 
your search for the perfect magazine and pick up this bulk pack from Daniel Defense®.   
 

Find Parts for Your Custom Build 
 

Looking for more than accessories? If you want to assemble your own AR with the best parts in 
the business, Daniel Defense® has you covered. If you’re starting with a Daniel Defense® MK12 
upper, you can find everything from grips to stocks to barrel rail systems to complete your 
build. You can fine-tune your new firearm just how you like it—and you can accessorize when 
you have the build the way you want it.  
 

Find what you need to complete your Daniel Defense® firearm at https://danieldefense.com/  

 

Original Source: https://bit.ly/3Tpeg7j  
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